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ABSTRACT
The accreting black-hole binary XTE J1752–223 was observed in a stable hard state for 25 d by RXTE,
yielding a 3–140 keV spectrum of unprecedented statistical quality and accuracy. A fit to this spectrum was
reported, requiring a single Comptonization spectrum reflecting from a disk extending close to the innermost
stable circular orbit. We have revisited those fits, and found that the ≤10 keV band is much better fitted by a
reflection from a disk with the inner radius &100 gravitational radii. Our model underpredicts the spectrum at
>10 keV by <15%. We argue that the most plausible explanation of it is that the source is inhomogeneous,
with the local spectra hardening with the decreasing radius, as found in other accreting black-hole binaries.
Thus, our results indicate that models with single-region Comptonization cannot fully describe broad-band X-
ray spectra. We have also studied the contemporaneous 0.55–6 keV spectrum from the Swift/XRT and found
it is well fitted by an absorbed featureless power law down to 1 keV and a disk blackbody spectrum with the
innermost temperature of 0.1 keV at lower energies. The normalization of the disk blackbody corresponds to
the inner radius of ∼100 gravitational radii as well as its temperature corresponds to irradiation of the truncated
disk by a hot inner flow below that radius.
1. INTRODUCTION
Broad-band, ∼1–300keV, X-ray spectra of black hole
(BH) binaries in the (low) hard state (LHS) are often suc-
cessfully fitted by the sum of three components: blackbody
emission from a disk, Comptonization in a hot plasma (some-
times approximated by a power law with an exponential high-
energy cutoff), and a reflected spectrum from the plasma
irradiating the disk (e.g., Dove et al. 1997; Zdziarski et al.
1998; Done et al. 2007 and references therein). When data
at .3 keV are not available, the disk component is usu-
ally not detectable, and the spectra can be well fitted by
Comptonization and reflection alone (e.g., Garcı´a et al. 2015;
Dziełak et al. 2019). This is, in particular, the case for the
RXTE spectrum from the BH X-ray binary XTE J1752–223
studied by Garcı´a et al. (2018), hereafter G18.
Still, the usual exposure time used to make an X-ray spec-
trum is several thousands of seconds (and often more), which
is much longer than the dominant variability time scale in
the LHS of the order of a second (corresponding to the
peak of the variability power per logarithm of frequency).
The total rms variability in the LHS is typically ∼30–40%
(Mun˜oz-Darias et al. 2011). This means that the fitted X-ray
spectra are averaged over many cycles of strong variability.
It could be a spectrum of a constant shape varying in its am-
plitude but rms spectra in this state often decrease with the
energy in the X-ray regime, see, e.g., Gierlin´ski & Zdziarski
(2005); Stiele & Yu (2015). This still could correspond to
a single Comptonizing region with a variable input of soft
seed photons (presumably from the disk), resulting in a piv-
oting spectrum (Zdziarski et al. 2002; Gierlin´ski & Zdziarski
2005).
Further constraints into the structure of the sources
are obtained from combined spectral/timing analysis.
Revnivtsev et al. (1999) showed that X-ray spectra corre-
sponding to different Fourier-frequency ranges of the vari-
ability of Cyg X-1 in its LHS become harder with the increas-
ing frequency. Axelsson & Done (2018) performed simi-
lar calculations, but fitted the power spectrum with three
Lorentzian components, and obtained the X-ray spectra cor-
responding to each. Similarly, they found that the X-
ray spectra harden with the increasing Lorentzian peak fre-
quency. This technique was later used by Mahmoud & Done
(2018a,b) and Mahmoud et al. (2019) to develop detailed
models of accretion flows fitting simultaneously observa-
tional constraints from the spectra, variability and time lags,
and showing that there have to be more than one Comp-
tonization component. In particular, the hard X-ray lags
are interpreted as due to the local spectra becoming harder
(Kotov et al. 2001). Their results thus imply that, even if
a good spectral fit can be found to a time-averaged X-ray
spectrumwith a single-Comptonization and reflection model,
such a model is unlikely to be physical.
Here, we consider the case of the LHS of the X-ray bi-
nary XTE J1752–223. It is a transient accreting BH bi-
nary, and it has had only one outburst so far, in 2009–2010
(Shaposhnikov et al. 2010). The BH nature of the system is
inferred from the overall similarity of its properties to known
BH systems. The distance, D, and binary parameters of
the source remain relatively uncertain. Shaposhnikov et al.
(2010) estimated D ≈ 3.5 ± 0.4 kpc and the BH mass
of M ≈ 9.6 ± 0.9M⊙ based on the correlation method
of Shaposhnikov & Titarchuk (2009). (We note, however,
that the same method yielded M = 7.9 ± 1.0M⊙ for Cyg
X-1, much below the current dynamical estimate.) Then,
Ratti et al. (2012) estimatedD ≈ 9.1± 4.5 kpc based on the
flux of the soft-to-hard transition, and 3.5 kpc . D . 8 kpc
including also constraints on the emission of the donor, with
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some preference for∼8 kpc based on the radio/X-ray correla-
tion and consideration of the orbital period. The binary incli-
nation is limited to i . 80◦ (Ratti et al. 2012), while that of
the jet to i . 49◦ (Miller-Jones et al. 2011). Then, the shape
of the hardness-flux diagram (shown in G18), similar to that
of GX 339–4, is characteristic of low-inclination BH tran-
sients (Mun˜oz-Darias et al. 2013), which implies i . 60◦.
A remarkable feature of XTE J1752–223 is that, during the
rise, it was observed for 25 d by RXTE in a stable LHS, with
an almost constant flux and hardness (G18). Still, the source
was highly variable on short time scales, with a ≈ 48% rms
variability in the 2–15 keV energy range and the 0.002–128
Hz frequency rangemeasured during the first 4 d of the RXTE
observations (Mun˜oz-Darias et al. 2010; hereafter MD10).
G18 has obtained the average spectra from the PCA (3–
45 keV) and HEXTE (20–140keV) for all of these observa-
tions. This resulted in highly accurate spectra with a 300 ks
exposure and very large count numbers,≈108 and ≈107 for
the PCA and HEXTE, respectively. In spite of the relatively
low energy resolution of the PCA, the accuracy of the cali-
bration and the very high count numbers allow for detailed
spectral fits, as shown by G18.
The spectral fits of G18 used thermal Comptoniza-
tion (Zdziarski et al. 1996) and relativistically broadened
reflection, using the xillver and relxill models
(Garcı´a et al. 2013; G18; Dauser et al. 2016). They found
extreme relativistic broadening, with their overall best fits
corresponding to the disk inner radius, Rin, very close to the
radius of the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO), RISCO,
and the primary source forming a ‘lamppost’ (a static point
source on the BH rotation axis) very close to the BH hori-
zon radius, Rhor. G18 considered that result to be one of the
best existing arguments for the disk reaching the immediate
vicinity of the ISCO in the luminous LHS.
The question whether the disk in accreting BH binaries
reaches the ISCO already in the luminous LHS (at & 0.01
of the Eddington luminosity) or only in the soft state has,
however, been the subject of an intense ongoing debate. Re-
sults similar to those of G18 have been obtained in many
other studies (e.g., Reis et al. 2008, 2010; Garcı´a et al. 2015,
2019). On the other hand, spectral fits obtaining signifi-
cantly truncated disks in the luminous LHS have been ob-
tained as well (e.g., Plant et al. 2015; Basak & Zdziarski
2016; Basak et al. 2017; Dziełak et al. 2019). Significant
truncation is also implied by the measured relatively long re-
verberation lags of soft X-rays responding to variable hard
X-rays (De Marco et al. 2015, 2017; Mahmoud et al. 2019),
modelling of type C QPOs as precession of the inner hot disk
(e.g., Ingram et al. 2016), and accounting for the re-emission
of the X-rays absorbed by the disk if it reaches the vicinity of
the ISCO (Zdziarski & De Marco 2020).
Here, we reconsider the RXTE data from XTE J1752–223
accounting for the likely inhomogeneity of the X-ray source.
In addition, we study data from the X-ray Telescope (XRT;
Burrows et al. 2000) onboard Neil Gehrels Swift. The XRT
performed 10 short observations of XTE J1752–223 during
the first 9 days of the RXTE observations.
2. OBSERVATIONS
Details about the RXTE observations and their analysis are
given in G18. They combined the 57 individual pointings
taken during MJD 55130–55155 and applied the corrections
of Garcı´a et al. (2014, 2016) to the resulting average spectra
from the PCA and HEXTE, respectively.
We analysed the XRT observations carried out duringMJD
55130–55138, with the total exposure of 9376 s. They were
carried out in the Windowed Timing mode. The data were
reduced following standard procedures (xrtpipeline
within HEASOFT v.6.25). Source counts were extracted
from a circular region with radius of 47′′ centered on the
source. The background counts were extracted from an an-
nular region centered on the source. We selected only single-
pixel events (grade=0). Ancillary response files were gen-
erated using the xrtmkarf task, and the response file
swxwt0s6 20090101v015.rmf was used. The spectra
from the single observationswere summed into a single spec-
trum using the FTOOL addspec, which also creates an ap-
propriate ancillary response file for the summed spectrum.
The spectrum is grouped so as to obtain an oversampling fac-
tor of 3, and a signal to noise ratio of 50.
3. FITS TO THE X-RAY SPECTRA OF XTE J1752–223
We study the spectra using the X-ray fitting package
XSPEC (Arnaud 1996). For the PCA and HEXTE, we use
the same average spectral data as those of G18. As in that
work, the overall slope of the PCA data is hereafter corrected
using the model jscrab (Steiner et al. 2010), which mul-
tiplies the spectrum by a power law with a residual index
difference, ∆Γ = 0.01 and a normalization factor of 1.097,
to achieve an agreement with the standard Crab results, see
G18 for details. The same model is applied to the HEXTE
data with a free ∆Γ, which is typically fitted at ≈ 0.005,
and a free relative normalization. The PCA data still suffer
from some calibration problems at highest detector energies,
which are corrected by adding two narrow Gaussian lines at
29.8 and 43.4 keV. This has negligible effect the fit parame-
ters. The PCA data include a 0.1% systematic error. The re-
ported fit uncertainties are for 90% confidence,∆χ2 ≈ 2.71.
Hereafter, we account for the ISM absorption using the
tbabs model (Wilms et al. 2000). We have found that both
the fitted value of the H column density as well the actual ab-
sorption of low-energy parts of the spectra depend sensitively
on the assumed abundances. The fitted absorption is much
stronger for the abundances of Wilms et al. (2000) compared
to those of Anders & Grevesse (1989). This is especially the
case for the XRT data, whose fitting yields unrealistically
strong disk blackbody components when using the former
abundances. Also, the total HI and H2 column density in
the direction of XTE J1752–223 is1 NH ≈ 6.0× 10
21 cm−2
(Willingale et al. 2013), while fitting with the former abun-
dances yields almost twice that value. Therefore, we use here
1 https://www.swift.ac.uk/analysis/nhtot/index.php
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the abundances of Anders & Grevesse (1989), except for the
first model below, where we follow exactly the assumptions
of G18 (who used those of Wilms et al. 2000).
We first repeat the analysis of G18 for their model 3.A,
which assumes a lamppost above a rotating BH with the
dimensionless spin of a∗ = 0.998 (for which RISCO ≈
1.237Rg and Rhor ≈ 1.063Rg, where Rg ≡ GM/c
2).
Their model also includes Comptonization of a fraction of
the reflected emission by the lamppost, using the model of
Steiner et al. (2017), and a weak contribution from static re-
flection from remote parts of the disk. With the current ver-
sion (1.3.5) of the relxill family of codes, we find an
excellent fit with this model, even better than that reported in
G18, with χ2ν ≈ 101/89, compared to their 117/89. We ob-
tain somewhat lower relativistic blurring than G18, with our
best-fit lamppost height at h ≈ 2.71Rhor (vs. 1.17Rhor ≈
1.24Rg in G18), and Rin ≈ 2.1RISCO (vs. 1.8RISCO).
Our new fit alleviates a few important problems with the
self-consistency of the original model of G18. Namely,
direct photons from the lampposts at the best-fit of h =
1.24Rg undergo a redshift of 1 + z ≈ 6.8 when reaching
the observer. The electron temperature reported in G18 of
kTe ≈ 70 keV corresponds to the observer’s frame; thus,
the lamppost frame value is kTe ∼ 470 keV, at which we
would expect runaway e± pair production (as pointed out
in Niedz´wiecki et al. 2016). At the current best fit of h =
2.9Rg, 1 + z ≈ 1.9, kTe ≈ 140 keV, and thus the lamp-
post frame kTe ∼ 270 keV, with fewer photons emitted above
511 keV. Also, at the original values of h andRin, 96% of the
primary photons are captured by the BH. Thus, this model
has the radiative efficiency of 0.04 times that of models with
negligible photon capture by the BH. This needs to be com-
pensated by increasing the accretion rate, M˙ , by a factor of
≈25, which would make the M˙ in the LHS much higher than
that in the soft state (as also pointed out in Niedz´wiecki et al.
2016), where most of the X-ray flux is from the intrinsic
emission from the disk extending to the ISCO, which is much
less affected by the photon trapping. In our current model,
41% of primary photons are trapped by the BH. In the orig-
inal model, 0.83+0.02−0.08 of the disk-reflected emission directed
toward the observer undergo subsequent scattering in the pri-
mary Comptonizing source, approximated as a point source
at 1.17Rhor. This appears geometrically impossible, espe-
cially given the low disk inclination fitted at 31◦. In the cur-
rent model, h ≈ 2.7Rhor and the scattered fraction is ≈0.40,
thus more plausible.
Still, in spite of our excellent fit of this model and the
above improvement in its physical plausibility, its reality is
questionable given the very likely inhomogeneous structure
of the source. MD10 studied time variability of the first three
days of the same PCA data we consider here. They found
a complex power spectrum, whose fitting required 7 sepa-
rate Lorentzian components. They also found pronounced
time lags of hard X-rays vs. soft ones, dependent on the
Fourier frequency as ν0.7. MD10 pointed out the remark-
able similarity of the LHS of this source to that of Cyg X-
1. For that object, we know well that the Fourier-resolved
Table 1. The results of the spectral fit of the PCA spectrum in the
4–10 keV range (15 channels) with jscrab*tbabs*reflkerr.
NH y Rin ZFe R N χ
2
ν
10
22
cm
−2 Rg ⊙
keV
cm2s
1.5+0.1
−0.2 1.48
+0.05
−0.06 870
+∞
−760 0.8
+1.4
−0.2 0.15
+0.04
−0.06 0.69 4.9/9
NOTE—i = 30◦, kTe = 68 keV, kTbb = 0.2 keV,
ξ = 1 erg cm s−1 are assumed, y ≡ 4τkTe/mec
2, N gives the
reflkerr flux at 1 keV. The upper limit of infinity on Rin means
the absence of the relativistic broadening.
Table 2. The results of the spectral fit of the XRT spectrum in the
0.55–6 keV range (107 channels) assuming kTe = 30 keV with
jscrab*tbabs*thcomp(diskbb).
NH Γ fsc kTin Ndiskbb χ
2
ν
10
22
cm
−2 keV 106
0.65+0.04
−0.03 1.54
+0.03
−0.03 0.23
+0.12
−0.10 0.11
+0.02
−0.02 1.0
+2.9
−0.6 94/96
spectra do strongly depend on the frequency and the primary
source is not compatible with being a single Comptoniza-
tion region (Revnivtsev et al. 1999; Axelsson & Done 2018;
Mahmoud & Done 2018b). In particular, Mahmoud & Done
(2018b) show the dominance of the hardest spectral compo-
nent at &10 keV, see their fig. 13.
Therefore, we consider the PCA spectrum at ≤10 keV
only (with 17 photon channels). We find we can achieve
a very good fit to those data with a model with a broken-
power law incident spectrum and reflection from a static
neutral medium at the solar abundances using an (absorbed)
bexravmodel (Magdziarz & Zdziarski 1995) and a narrow
Gaussian line at 6.40 keV (as fitted if allowed free), obtain-
ing χ2ν ≈ 7.8/10. The power law breaks from a softer one
below 3.6 keV to a harder one above it. The relative re-
flection is weak, ≈0.2 at the best fit. However, this model
does not include the re-emission of absorbed photons and
the Fe K line is added not self-consistently. We then use
the xillver model (Garcı´a et al. 2013), treating static re-
flection self-consistently. Since the incident spectrum in this
model is a power law while the data show a soft excess be-
low 3.6 keV, we consider only the 4–10 keV range (15 bins).
We also obtain a very good fit, χ2ν ≈ 6.3/10, with Γ ≈ 1.61
and the disk being neutral. Thus, we find the ≤10 keV data
are completely consistent with the absence of both relativistic
broadening and strong ionization, but still strongly requiring
the presence of both Compton reflection and Fe K fluores-
cence. This very good fit is clearly not by chance; an ab-
sorbed power law fit yields χ2ν ≈ 264/12, and an addition of
a Gaussian line (fitted to be very narrow at 6.40 keV) yields
χ2ν ≈ 25/9.
However, we do expect relativistic effects to be present,
to a degree dependent on the disk truncation radius. We
thus fit the 4–10 keV PCA data with the model reflkerr.
This relativistic coronal reflection model (Niedz´wiecki et al.
2019) assumes the thermal Comptonization model of
Poutanen & Svensson (1996) as the incident spectrum, and
combines the rest-frame reflection models xillver and
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Figure 1. (a) The PCA and HEXTE spectra as fitted in the 4–10 keV
only with slightly relativistically broadened neutral reflection of a
thermal Comptonization incident spectrum. The upper panel shows
the unfolded spectra in black and the model in red. The bottom
panel shows the data-to-model ratio, where we see the presence of
a weak excess below 4 keV and of additional Comptonization com-
ponents above 10 keV. (b) The corresponding unabsorbed model.
The blue dotted and red dashed curves show the incident thermal
Comptonization and the reflected spectrum, respectively, and the
solid curve is the sum.
ireflect (Magdziarz & Zdziarski 1995). We assume
a∗ = 0.998, and the emissivity ∝ R
−3 (used here for rel-
ativistic broadening only). Our fit results are given in Table
1 and the unfolded spectrum with the absorbed model and
the data/model ratio, and the unabsorbed model components
are shown in Figures 1a, b, respectively. Figure 1a shows
the full energy range of 3–140keV, where we see a soft ex-
cess present below 4 keV and contribution from other Comp-
tonization components above 10 keV. We find a highly trun-
cated disk. The Fe abundance, ZFe, is consistent with being
solar. The electron temperature is fixed at the value from a fit
to the PCA/HEXTE data with the reflkerrmodel, and the
seed photon temperature is assumed to be kTbb = 0.2 keV,
but these values very weakly affect the fit. This simple model
fits the data extremely well, with χ2ν ≈ 4.9/9, while still has
well-constrained parameters. The low reducedχ2 occurs due
to the assumed systematic error of 0.1%; thus the model fits
the spectral data to an accuracy better than that. For compar-
ison, the χ2 contribution to the same channels of the above
best-fit broad band model (which requires the presence of
very strong relativistic broadening in addition to a static re-
flection), is >3 times higher, 15.5.
We next consider the XRT spectrum, to which we added
a 1% systematic error. We have fitted it in the 0.55–
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Figure 2. (a) The XRT spectrum fitted in the 0.55–6 keV with ther-
mal Comptonization of a fraction of disk blackbody photons (and
absorbed in the ISM). The upper and lower panels show the un-
folded spectrum and the data/model ratio. In addition, the data
require two Gaussian lines to account for instrumental artifacts,
shown by the dot-dashed curves. (b) The corresponding unabsorbed
model. The blue dots and red dashes show the unscattered part of
the disk blackbody and the Comptonization, respectively, and the
solid black curve shows the sum.
6 keV range with the thermal Comptonization model of
Zdziarski et al. (2020), thcomp. This is a convolution
model, allowing for Comptonization of a fraction of pho-
tons from any form of the seed spectrum. We assume the
seed photons have a disk blackbody spectrum (diskbb;
Mitsuda et al. 1984). As in MD10, we find significant cal-
ibration problems in the ∼1.5–2.5keV range, where we fit
the instrumental residuals with two Gaussian lines, at ≈1.7
and ≈2.3 keV. We find the overall XRT spectrum is signifi-
cantly harder than the PCA one, which is due to the differ-
ent instrumental calibration. We account for that using again
the jscrab model, where we fix ∆Γ and the normaliza-
tion at the values found in the joint XRT/PCA/HEXTE fit,
see below. We obtain a very good fit, whose parameters are
given in Table 2. It shows the XRT spectrum can be self-
consistently accounted for by Compton scattering of a rela-
tively small fraction of the disk blackbody photons. Figures
2a, b show the unfolded spectrum with the absorbed model
and the data/model ratio, and the unabsorbed model compo-
nents, respectively. We notice that the power-law-like com-
ponent dominates down to ≈1 keV, while the thermal disk
has a rather low temperature. The fitted value of NH is con-
sistent with that of the Galactic column density, and we con-
sider it much more reliable than that from the PCA fits given
the energy range of the XRT extending down to 0.55 keV.
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We note our value of kTin is different from that of MD10,
who gave kTin ≈ 0.313 ± 0.007 keV. They used the sum of
disk blackbody and a power law, and we thus fitted the XRT
data with that model. We find kTin ≈ 0.10
+0.02
−0.02 keV with
this fit, very similar to that obtained with the Comptonization
model described above. They also used the average of the
first three XRT observations only. We repeated this proce-
dure, and found kTin . 0.12 keV, thus consistent with our
fits. We argue that the value given in MD10 might to be a
typo considering that their diskbb normalization assuming
kTin ≈ 0.3 keV yields a disk blackbody flux ∼100 times
higher than that of the data (∼10−8 erg cm−2s−1). This dis-
crepancy disappears for kTin ≈ 0.1 keV.
We then attempt a joint fit with all our data, from the
XRT, PCA and HEXTE. We have included the jscrab
model, which then accounts for the XRT spectrum being
harder by ∆Γ ≈ 0.098 and at the normalization of 0.81
compared to the assumed Crab calibration. Similarly to
the case of the PCA/HEXTE fit above, we have obtained
a good single-Comptonization fit to the joint data (with
a 2% systematic error added to the XRT data), χ2ν ≈
173/194, with very strong relativistic effects. The model,
jscrab*tbabs*(diskbb+reflkerr+hreflect)
(where the last component accounts for the remote, un-
blurred, reflection, Niedz´wiecki et al. 2019) assumes a coro-
nal geometry. We find an extremely steep irradiation pro-
file, ∝ R−12.0, the disk very close to the ISCO, Rin ≈
1.06RISCO, R ≈ 0.23, 0.14 for the relativistic and remote
reflection, respectively, a very high i ≈ 73◦, ZFe ≈ 2.8,
NH ≈ 6.9 × 10
21 cm−2, kTe ≈ 67 keV, kTin ≈ 0.10 keV.
We show the unfolded spectrum and the data/model ratio in
Figure 3. The bolometric unabsorbed flux of this model is
≈ 3.0× 10−8 erg cm−2 s−1, and the flux in the Comptoniza-
tion component is FC ≈ 2.0× 10
−8 erg cm−2 s−1.
Still, the contribution to the PCA 4–10 keV of χ2 ≈ 13.8
is (similarly to the case of the PCA/HEXTE fit) about three
times higher than that of our best model fitted to that range
alone, χ2 ≈ 4.9. Thus, while this model can describe the
broad-band spectrum, it does not seem to adequately describe
the accretion flow in this source.
4. MUTUAL CONNECTION OF DISK BLACKBODY,
COMPTONIZATION AND REPROCESSING
4.1. The Formalism
We discuss here a way in which the disk blackbody, reflec-
tion and primary (Comptonization) spectral components can
be connected in a self-consistent way. Namely, a fraction,
fsc, of the blackbody emission (with the luminosity Ldisk)
is Compton upscattered to form the primary component with
the luminosityLC (though a part of the Comptonization com-
ponent may be from upscattering of synchrotron photons).
The same fraction of the reflection spectrum is Comptonized
in the hot medium, which main effect is to reduce the ob-
served normalization of that spectrum by a factor 1 − fsc.
Thus, the actual reflection relative fraction is R0 = R/(1 −
fsc). A related effect is Compton upscattering of the fraction
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Figure 3. The XRT, PCA and HEXTE spectra as fitted in the 0.55–
140 keV with a disk blackbody and a relativistic reflection model,
shown as the unfolded spectra and the data/model ratios. The green,
black and red symbols correspond to the XRT, PCA and HEXTE
data, respectively. The dotted curves in the upper panel show the
model components: the disk blackbody, the sum of the incident and
relativistically reflected spectra, and the remote reflection. In addi-
tion, two lines account for each of the XRT and PCA instrumental
residuals at ≈1.7, 2.3 keV, and ≈30, 44 keV, respectively.
fsc of the reflection spectrum (at the reflection fraction R0)
by the hot plasma.
The reflection component originates from irradiation of the
cold medium by the primary radiation. That reflection and
the Fe K fluorescence complex, fitted to the X-ray data, con-
tain only a fraction of the irradiating flux. The remainder of it
is absorbed and reemitted as a reprocessed spectrum, roughly
resembling a disk blackbody when integrated over the disk
surface (Zdziarski & De Marco 2020). The relative reflec-
tion fraction, R0, and the backscattering albedo, a (≈ 0.3–
0.7 for typical LHS spectra; Zdziarski & De Marco 2020),
determine the amount of the quasi-thermal re-emission con-
tributing to the disk blackbody. This contribution can be ap-
proximately estimated from the total irradiating luminosity
of
Lirr ≈ RLC/(1− fsc), LC = 4πD
2FC, (1)
where FC is the observed flux in the Comptonization com-
ponent. The remaining contribution to the disk blackbody
emission is from the internal dissipation. The contribution
to the disk blackbody emission at the disk inner edge due to
irradiation has the temperature Tin,irr, which is given by
σ
(
Tin,irr
κ
)4
≈
(1−a)Lirr
2piR2
in
≈
2(1−a)RD2FC
R2
in
(1−fsc)
, (2)
T 4in = T
4
in,irr + T
4
in,intr, (3)
where Tin is the inner temperature fitted in the disk black-
body component, Tin,intr is that due to the intrinsic dissipa-
tion, κ ≡ Tin/Tin,eff is the color correction to the tempera-
ture, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and an irradiation
profile ∝ R−3 (as in the disk blackbody) is assumed to re-
late the irradiating flux to Lirr (Zdziarski & De Marco 2020).
Note that since Tin,irr ≤ Tin is required, this gives a lower
limit on Rin/D based on the value of Tin and independently
of the fitted disk blackbody normalization.
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For the blackbody emission of the disk, we use here
the diskbb model, which does not include the zero-stress
boundary condition at the inner radius. Its dimensionless nor-
malization,Ndiskbb, is related to the disk inner radius as
Rin = xκ
2DN
1/2
diskbb
cos−1/2i, (4)
where x ≡ 104cm/1 kpc ≈ 3.24 × 10−18. Note that this
gives a constraint on Rin/D based on the normalization and
i only, and independent of the fitted kTin. This constraint can
be compared to Rin/Rg from reflection spectral fitting.
Equation (4) can be inserted in Equation (2), yielding
σT 4in,irr ≈
2(1− a)RFC cos i
x2(1− fsc)Ndiskbb
. (5)
Notably, this estimate is independent of bothD and κ. It then
constrains Tin,intr via Equation (3) and since Tin,irr ≤ Tin, it
serves as a self-consistency check of a fitted model.
The observed energy-integrated flux and the luminosity in
the disk blackbody are
Fdisk = 2
(
Rin
D
)2
σ
(
Tin
κ
)4
cos i = 2x2NdiskbbσT
4
in, (6)
Ldisk =
2piD2Fdisk
cos i = 4πσT
4
inx
2D2Ndiskbbcos i , (7)
respectively. The mass accretion rate is
M˙ =
8πR3inσT
4
in,intr
(1− fc)κ4GM
, (8)
where Tin,intr is given by Equations (3) and (5), and fc < 1
is the fraction of the internal dissipation power transferred to
a corona above the disk at R > Rin (Svensson & Zdziarski
1994). Then, M˙ is related to the bolometric luminosity,
Lbol ≈ 4πD
2FC + 2πD
2 Fdisk
cos i =
= 4πD2FC + 4πD
2σT 4inx
2Ndiskbb
cos i = ǫM˙c
2, (9)
where ǫ is the accretion efficiency.
Five quantities obtained (with uncertainties) from fitting a
given set of observations are FC, R, fsc, Tin and Ndiskbb.
Then, the quantities estimated within some either theoreti-
cal or observational uncertainty ranges are a, κ, ǫ, i, D, fc,
while M˙ is an inferred source parameter. The above equa-
tions allow us to constrain the source parameters and check
their self-consistency.
Then, the fitted values of R and fsc constrain the flow ge-
ometry. The effective solid angle that the disk subtends as
seen by the hot flow is 2πR0, and the solid angle that the
Comptonizing region subtends as seen by the disk is 2πfsc.
Given the inhomogeneity of the source, those quantities cor-
respond to average values describing the accretion flow.
4.2. Constraints on the Hard State of XTE J1752–223
We use the values of R ≈ 0.15+0.04−0.06 from Table 1, fsc ≈
0.23+0.12−0.10, kTin ≈ 0.11±0.02keV,Ndiskbb ≈ 1.0
+2.9
−0.6×10
6
from Table 2 and FC ≈ 2.0 × 10
−8 erg cm−2 s−1 from the
broad-band XRT/PCA/HEXTE fit. We assume i = 30◦, but
the results depend relatively weakly on that within the likely
range of . 60◦. We consider κ = 1.5 ± 0.2 (Davis et al.
2005), a = 0.5 ± 0.2 (Zdziarski & De Marco 2020), M =
10 ± 5M⊙ and D = 6 ± 2 kpc as likely allowed ranges.
We calculate the uncertainty ranges of the derived parameters
from the extrema of the above parameters, which is a conser-
vative approach, yielding larger uncertainties than those from
the propagation of errors.
We first consider the implied Rin. Equation (4) yields
Rin/Rg ≈ 110
+100
−40 (κ/1.5)
2(D/6 kpc)(M/10M⊙)
−1.
This constraint is independent of the presence of ir-
radiation, it follows solely from the normalization of
the disk blackbody fit. It is compatible with that
from the reflection fitting, Rin/Rg & 110, see Ta-
ble 1. Then, we consider the constraint on Rin us-
ing Tin,irr from Equations (2–3). It yields Rin/Rg &
140+90−50(
1−a
0.5 )
1/2(κ/1.5)2(D/6 kpc)(M/10M⊙)
−1, i.e.,
consistent with, but independent of, the estimate from the
normalization of the disk blackbody.
Then, Equation (5) yields a constraint on kTin,irr indepen-
dent of D, M and κ. We obtain kTin,irr ≈ 0.13
+0.07
−0.06 keV,
while we require it to be≤ kTin ≈ 0.11±0.02keV. The main
uncertainty here is that ofNdiskbb, with this constraint favor-
ing its values& 106. This shows that the data are compatible
with kTintr close to null, which corresponds to an efficient
energy transfer from the disk to the corona, i.e., fc ≈ 1. Still,
the allowed range of kTin,intr is relatively large, .0.13keV,
which also allows for most of the dissipation being intrinsic,
i.e., fc ≈ 0. In either case, the irradiation requires a large
truncation radius, Rin/Rg & 100, as shown by Equation (2).
We then consider the constraints on M˙ . The
bolometric luminosity from Equation (9) is Lbol ≈
9.6+2.3−0.5(D/6 kpc)
21037 erg s−1. This corresponds to (0.06–
0.08)(D/6 kpc)2(M/10M⊙)
−1LEdd (at the H fraction of
X = 0.7), and to the actual accretion rate of
M˙ ≈ (1.0−1.3)(D/6 kpc)2(ǫ/0.1)−11018g s−1. (10)
On the other hand, the maximum M˙ from Equation
(8) at the maximum possible kTin,intr ≈ 0.13 keV is
2.9(κ/1.5)2(D/6 kpc)3(M/10M⊙)
−11019 g s−1. This, in
principle, allows for ǫ ≪ 0.1. However, given that the
PCA count rate in this LHS is quite close (G18) to that of
the following soft state, where we expect ǫ & 0.1 and M˙
higher than in the LHS, values of ǫ ≪ 0.1 in the LHS are
ruled out. Thus, this luminous LHS accretion flow appears to
have ǫ ∼ 0.1, in agreement with the theoretical prediction of
Yuan & Narayan (2014), see their fig. 2.
These considerations show that a large disk truncation ra-
dius in XTE J1752–223 is required by three independent con-
straints. One is given by the results of the reflection fits to the
PCA spectrum at .10 keV (Section 3). The second comes
from the disk blackbody fit, yielding similar Rin (Equation
4). Tthe third is implied by the irradiation of the disk by
the Comptonization emission (Equations 2–3), again yield-
ing large truncation. In all three cases, Rin/Rg ∼ 100. On
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the other hand, Rin/Rg . 2 (as found in broad-band fits re-
quiring a single Comptonization component by both G18 and
ourselves) would result in a quasi-thermal disk-like compo-
nent at kTin > 1 keV, as follows from Equation (2). Such a
component is absent in the data.
However, the disk at R > Rin ∼ 100Rg and the hot flow
only at R < Rin would imply very small values of R and
fsc. The moderate values found from the fits imply that there
is an overlap between the disk and the hot flow, allowing then
their stronger mutual interaction (Poutanen et al. 2018).
5. DISCUSSION
Our finding that the apparent relativistic effects strongly in-
crease when spectra at ≥10 keV are included in fits appears
to be due to the upward spectral curvature at those energies,
which results in a harder fitted continuum. This, in turn, re-
quires a spurious strong red tail of the Fe K line for the same
data. We note that Nowak et al. (2011) found that the spectra
of Cyg X-1 also show similar spectral upturns above 10 keV,
stronger than those expected from the presence of reflection
alone. We also note that this effect may explain the dis-
crepancy between the results of Basak & Zdziarski (2016),
who fitted the XMM-Newton spectra of the LHS of GX 339–
4 below 10 keV finding only weak relativistic broadening
of the reflection features, and those of Garcı´a et al. (2015);
Wang-Ji et al. (2018), who fitted broad-band data finding
much stronger relativistic effects.
While we have found a good agreement between the trun-
cation radii from both the disk blackbody and reflection fits,
Basak & Zdziarski (2016) found that imposing those two fit
radii to be equal led to an unlikely behavior of the inner ra-
dius (decreasing with the increasing spectral hardness) for
seven LHS observations of GX 339–4. As we have pointed
out, the disk blackbody model remains approximately valid
in the presence of irradiation, which only increases the inner
temperature with respect to the case with intrinsic disk dis-
sipation only. Thus, irradiation alone does not explain that
result. It may be explained by the presence of a soft X-ray
excess in addition to the disk blackbody in GX 339–4 with
the fitted model not including the former.
A caveat to the model of Table 1 is that the value of NH is
higher than those for the fits including the XRT spectrum.
This may be an effect of fitting the emission of an inho-
mogeneous source by a single model. As we see in Figure
1a, the presence of a harder contribution is required above
10 keV. However, it will also contribute to some degree be-
low 10 keV, implying that the actual 4–10 keV spectrum is
concave. Then, fitting it with a single incident component
requires stronger absorption than the true one.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In Section 3, we have found that the LHS spectrum of XTE
J1752–223 from the PCA at≤10 keV is verywell fitted by al-
most static Compton reflection of a primary power-law spec-
trum, with the disk inner radius constrained toRin & 100Rg.
The χ2 of the fit is three times lower than the χ2 contribution
to that band of the best-fit broad-band spectrum, which itself
yields strong relativistic broadening of the reflection in a disk
extending close to the ISCO.
This result is corroborated by the contemporaneous 0.55–
6 keV spectrum from the XRT, which is well fitted by Comp-
tonization of disk blackbody photons at the inner temperature
of ≈0.1 keV, which yields the primary power law. In Sec-
tion 4, we developed a formalism to self-consistently con-
nect the parameters of the disk blackbody, Comptonization,
reflection/reprocessing and the mass accretion rate. Based
on it, we have found that both the disk blackbody normaliza-
tion and the bolometric flux of the incident spectrum when
constrained to yield the irradiation temperature of ≈0.1 keV
imply Rin ∼ 100Rg. Thus, the strong truncation is implied
in three independent ways.
The ≤10 keV fit underpredicts the observed spectrum at
higher energies up to the maximum of 15%. This appears
to be due to the inhomogeneity of the accretion flow, which
emission becomes harder with the decreasing radius, as evi-
denced, e.g., by the observed hard X-ray lags.
The methods developed in this work can also be applied to
the LHS of other accreting BH binaries. The evidence for the
disk being close to the ISCO at &1% of LEdd appears to be
exclusively based on results of broad-band spectral fitting.
It would be highly interesting to see whether constraining
the fitted energy band to .10 keV systematically leads to an
increase of the truncation radius.
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